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In another study we compared different groups using several embolic agents, 
such as Glubran® 2, polidocanol, and coils (Fig. 50) (17). Our study concluded as fol-
lows: “The use of Glubran® 2 acrylic glue for varicocele embolization is safe 
and leads to less radiation and lower recurrence rates than is the case for 
other embolic materials without any more significant pain” (Figs.51,52)(18). 
This is a typical distal embolization performed with a 5 F catheter. As shown in 
the picture, the standard goal is usually to embolize from point A to point B, 
which we believe is a mistake, since revascularization and recurrence always 
involve the saphenous branch below the iliopectineal line. Disregarding the 
difference in branches, we always have anastomosis behind this point, and 
this is why we prefer to embolize from point C to point A. We place the mi-
crocatheter at point C and start injecting a 1:1 ratio mixture while retracting 
the microcatheter until the embolization is complete and we can remove it. 
When it is not possible to place the microcatheter far enough, we can exploit 
the features of liquids by placing the tip at point A and ask the patient for 
Valsalva. This will help the glue to travel distally, all the way down to point 
C. In case of reflux at the tip, make sure you do not immediately remove the 
microcatheter, but wait for polymerization to start and withdraw the micro-
catheter after about 5 minutes (18). 

Varicocele
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Figure 50

Figure 51
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Figure 52
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The goal in this case is to embolize the reservoir in order to achieve a distal 
embolization (Fig. 53). The steps here are to first put one or two coils at the 
proximal port, go through the coils with the microcatheter, inject the glue 
from the distal port, and ask the patient for Valsalva while removing the cath-
eter until we reach the coils.
In women varices are normally very large and the cast of glue in case of reflux 
can be less easily controlled so we use the coils not to occlude but to protect. 
A possible reflux would be trapped by the coils.

Pelvic congestion syndrome (PCS): 
connection with internal iliac 
artery (IIA)

Figure 53
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Here we have a false aneurysm at the common femoral artery (Figs.54,55). 
In this case we need additional access, as it is mandatory to place a balloon 
in front of the neck in order to prevent reflux that would be seriously diffi-
cult to handle.
After placing the balloon, we inject the glue directly in the sack using the me-
tallic needle and, under fluoroscopy, we fill the sack using a 1:1 mixture. We 
wait about 5 minutes before deflating the balloon. Always perform a thor-
ough check to ensure nothing is left in the artery. A 0.035” balloon poses no 
risk of sticking or bursting (Fig.56).

False aneurysm at the common 
femoral artery

Figure 54
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Figure 55

Figure 56




